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Conversations with Atheists
by Tom Willis
Many unbelievers have been led into the light (and many believers blessed and matured) by CSA teaching. But, anyone in ministry also remembers “unfruitful” encounters which tend to go
unreported. The Lord, however, does not think these are unfruitful, and neither should we. Potential benefits include: 1. Latent
seed being planted, 2. Acquisition of new facts or ideas, 3. Further affirmation of God’s Word because He told us this would
happen, 4. A surprise to me, the blessing to (especially young)
believers who witness these encounters, apparently because they
witness the arrogance, and total inability of opponents to defend
their position with anything resembling a cogent marshaling of
facts.
I have observed this “blessing phenomenon” on a number of occasions. Perhaps reading about such encounters will not be as
helpful as observing them, but my goal here is to attempt to bless
by reporting what seems (thus far) a truly unfruitful encounter...
I (accidentally) visited your website www.csama.org. Great
Stories! You made my day! Keep on inventing them! Go on
keeping people busy with these harmless trifles! You have a
function in this society! Never give up! I love you! Jan xxxx
My provocative reply is abbreviated below.
Dear Jan, Nice to hear from you. Your thoughts were a bit incoherent, but not surprising. You were typical of virtually all our opponents - sophomoric sarcasm with a consistent inability to
discuss issues... Incidentally, there are no "stories" on our
website... You may impress yourself with your sarcasm, but you
only succeeded in suggesting to me that you could not defend
your point of view if your life depended on it, which, of course, it
does. When you stand before the Creator and Judge of the universe, I doubt that He will be much more impressed than I am.
But, I am confident, he will remind you that Tom Willis made the
truth available to you, therefore you will be without excuse... To
illustrate that I do give evidence and reason for my convictions,
here is one of my standard offers:
I outlined three of the propositions I made in “Is Creation
Science” articles (CSANews, Jan - July, 2002), showing that: 1.
Nothing as complex as a pocket comb ever happens by random
processes. 2. The Creator of complex systems is always outside
of and transcendent to the created system, and 3. That Life and
Matter, the most complex systems known, cannot be created in
nature by any process. But they are here, therefore, the best scientific theory is that, like combs and space stations, they were created. I also quoted some Scripture and closed as follows:
Remember, if you cannot answer these challenges, what chance
do you think you will have explaining your life to the God who
obviously created you, and loved you enough to allow people like
you and me to beat him to death... My hope is: that simple fact
will open your eyes to the absurdity of your "position," and thus
save your life.
See Conversations, page 2

CSA Creation Safaris for 2005
Fun, Educational, Recreational, God-Honoring
See www.csama.org-"Safaris," or call, write or e-mail.
Creation Safaris look to be better than ever this year. Designed
for all ages and educational levels, these outings are attended and
enjoyed by toddlers to octogenerians, singles, families, youth or
church groups. Safari size varies from a dozen to over a hundred.
Everyone has a good time and brings back something of eternal
value. Reserve your slots early. See end of this article!
March 11 (Friday) 7:15 - 9:15PM - Astronomy Safari
Note: Astronomy Safaris are held at The Berry Patch, 22509 State Line
Road. Each Astronomy Safari consists of an inspiring slide seminar followed by a tour of the heavens using tracking telescopes and binoculars.
For more information, get the Safari Detail Booklet, which also contains
a map to the safari site (see below).
April 2 (Saturday) 8AM - 6PM - East Kansas Fossils & Coal A day trip to the coal mining region of SE Kansas - great exploration,
excellent evidence for the Genesis Flood, and, fun for all ages, climbing
to the top of Big Brutus, the 2nd largest electric shovel in the world!

April 15 (Friday) - 7:45 - 9:45PM - Astronomy Safari
Note: See March 11 Astronomy Safari for more details.

May 28-30 (Sat - Mon) - Western Kansas Chalk and Fossil Beds
One of the most famous chalk and fossil beds in the world. Visit Wildcat
Canyon, Castle Rock, volcanic ash beds, and numerous other chalk and
fossil beds. Bring home all the fossils you can carry.

June 3 (Friday) - 8:30 - 10:30PM - Astronomy Safari
Note: See March 11 Astronomy Safari for more details.

June 25 - 27 (Sat - Mon) - Ozark Stream Float Trip - Camp, canoe
and swim in the beautiful Jack's Fork River in the heart of the Missouri
Ozarks. A delightful weekend, and grow in grace and knowledge of
river and canyon formation; what purifies our atmosphere; and the awesome "evidence for God's eternal power and deity" [Rom 1:20].

July 16 (Saturday) - 9:00AM-4:00PM - KU Natural History
Museum, picnic, and a truly rare experience... God-honoring tour of a
Natural History Museum.

August 12 (Friday) - 8:15 - 10:15PM - Astronomy Safari Note: See March 11 Astronomy Safari for more details.

August 13 (Saturday) - 10:00AM - 2:30PM - Rock Bridge
Cave Tour - A truly "wild" cave, i.e., no fancy sidewalks or lights. We
bring our own lights. One of Missouri's longest caves in the heart of
Missouri's famous Karst region (a region marked by caves, sinkholes,
natural bridges, underground rivers, etc.

August 26 (Friday) - 8:00 - 10:00PM - Astronomy Safari -

Conversations with Atheists (cont’d from page 1)

Note: See March 11 Astronomy Safari for more details.

Sept 2- 6 (Fri - Mon) - Southeast Missouri/Johnson's Shut-ins
Becoming our most popular safari with all ages. Visit, swim and play in
some of the world's most interesting geologic formations: Johnson's
Shut-ins, Taum Sauk Mountain, Elephant Rocks ("elephant shaped"
granite formations), while learning how all these formed quickly.

September 23 (Friday) - 7:15 - 9:15PM - Astronomy Safari
See March 19 Astronomy Safari for more details.

October 22 (Saturday) - 9:00AM - 6:00PM - KATY Bike Trail
Bicycle Trip along the beautiful Missouri River bluffs near Boonville,
MO. Fall colors, explore the cause and age of the Missouri River valley.

October 28 (Friday) - 7:15 - 9:15PM - Astronomy Safari
Note: See March 19 Astronomy Safari for more details.

December 3 (Saturday) - 9:00AM - 4:00PM - Squaw Creek
Game Refuge [Eagle Day] - Thousands of geese and ducks, hundreds
of deer and bald eagles, hiking, fossil hunt, Loess soil and fascinating
seminars on Geology and God's Marvels, including migration.

Join A CSA Creation Safari in 2005
Hundreds of people enjoyed CSA Creation Safaris in 2004,
thousands have participated over the years. We look forward
to having you, your family and/or your group, join us this
year. We will both be blessed if you do!

Get the Booklet: 2005 Family Creation Safaris
Visit www.csama.org, see "Creation Safaris," or by calling
(816) 618-3610 or e-mailing csahq@juno.com, or write to CSA,
22509 State Line Road, Cleveland, MO 64734.
To receive “CSA News,” you must request to be on the mailing
list. CSA does not charge for Safaris, the Booklet, or CSA News,
but all are expensive to produce. Tax free contributions are gratefully accepted. To attend a safari, you must register.
CSA Family Creation Safari Details for 2004 (Available about
February 15). There you will find all the information you should
need about each safari. To obtain a copy:
Visit www.csama.org (after February 15), or write to CSA, 22509
State Line Road, Cleveland, MO 64734, or phone (816) 6183610 (toll free from KC), or E-mail: csahq@juno.com. Call,
write, or E-mail CSA.
Read the detail booklet carefully for dates, times, where to meet,
what to bring and estimated costs. CSA does not charge for Safaris, but depending on the outing, there can be costs.

Conversations with Atheists (cont’d from right column)
(See: http://www.datanation.com/fallacies/attack.htm), begging
the question and “lots of people agree” (appeal to popularity).
Popular ideas were also advanced by Alexander, Hitler, Lenin,
Stalin, Mao Tse-tung and Pilate. Incidentally, most, or all, were
evolutionists.
I’m not recommending that every Christian seek debates with
trained evolutionists, but I am suggesting, as publicly admitted by
a Ph.D. speaker at the local “Atheist Club,” If an evolutionist debates a trained creationist, the evolutionist will lose!
“Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the
soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and
body in hell.” (Matthew 10:28). And pray for Jan, foolishness
due to lostness is not a permanent condition, even for a Ph.D.

Given limited space, I’ll try to fairly represent his responses, with
a few of my remarks in braces and/or italics:
I did not send you "thoughts". I laughed at you. If you cannot
make the difference, no wonder you find these "thoughts" incoherent. {TW: Gee, I hadn’t noticed. Actually I was merely giving
you more credit than you deserve when I called them
“thoughts.”}
I do not suffer from "consistent inability to discuss issues", thank
you very much... {I’ll let the reader evaluate that claim.} I can
very well imagine the situation: when a lunatic accumulates one
stupidity on another... There ARE "stories" on your website. In
fact there are NOTHING BUT "stories" on the site. {He didn’t
name one, much less explain its “lunacy.”} If Tom Willis, by
this, wants to make sure St.Peter... has recorded his merit... It is
acknowledged. It would mean you yourself are a believer, hence
rather a religious victim than exploiter. For as far as it is genuine,
it excuses the harm you do to people's minds. {Which “harms
folks minds:” teaching there is purpose in their life or they are
an accident of nature? Neither reason nor empirical evidence
supports your claim.} If you want to threaten ME: still OK with
ME...: I'm a trained adult... {I quoted Scripture, God “threatened
him,” not I.} When you start to threaten MINORS in this way,
you will find me on {in?} your way. Minors are not yet immunised [sic] against religious fundamentalism, and should - through
education- be protected against people like you. And DON'T you
start threatening people again in their daily life (as many religious
zealots did before you...) {Who is threatening whom, and who’s
the zealot?} Unfortunately for the USA, I read that Christian fundamentalism is gaining grip on education, in the same way muslim fundamentalism poisons the arab world. {Typical antichrist.
Cannot distinguish between loving your neighbor by trying to
convince him to change, and killing him.} I hope the American
people will be able in time, to overcome this mental illness. I do
not discuss with criminals-against-the-human-race, or their fanatic representants [sic], or their texts. {Classic atheist evidence
and logic.} {I then asked him to give me one fact about evolution
he was willing to explain and defend. His reply:} Also typical.
There is 120 years of careful analysis of evolutionary processes,
by scientists of all countries, all convictions, all religions. {Ditto
my last} {Next I discussed the “Laws of Complex Systems” as
mentioned above. Here were the only “errors” he identified. I
had said I would list two, but listed three, but forgot to change
the “two” to “three”, and sloppily numbered the conclusion as
“4.” He saw this as a devastating display of my incompetence:}
“Can you count? "Two" means 1...2.” {Regarding “Complex Systems” requiring creation, he said it was “madness.” And
added...}
A comb and a pocket calculator are man-made. They are
indeed created by intelligent beings. A living cell, a tree,
animals (among which the human), a rock formation, a planet
and a star, the galaxies and the universe are complex systems,
but -as it more and more appears- are NOT created by an
intelligent being. {TW emphasis}{Th...th...that’s all folks!}
{Wow, real science! Let’s summarize it.} “Everyone knows that
combs and calculators require creation but the most complex systems in the cosmos (matter, life, stars, galaxies) appear to be not
created! {Appear? To whom, based on what?} Therefore, you
(Willis) better not threaten me, and you’d better not be telling any
minors that evolution isn’t science or I’ll be on your way!”
Conclusion: The encounter was typical, precisely as Jesus said it
would be. This European(?) Ph.D. had less than nothing: laughter,
sarcasm, anger, threats, argumentum ad hominem...

Use this coupon to request:
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Reprints of feature articles from CSA News:
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Join and Support CSA
Over 7,000 people receive CSA News, which is free for the asking.
Please consider supporting our work. Many say, “Of all my mail, I
read CSA News first.” If you don’t benefit, help us be good stewards
by removing your name. Write or call:
CSA, 22509 State Line Road, Cleveland, MO 64734
Phone: (816) 618-3610 FAX: (816) 658-3253
Important: The phone is a KC phone, FAX is not.
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Real Scientists Just Say NO!

The Evolution of a Creationist

By Tom Willis
Help your family and friends understand Creation/Evolution in a way
that they will never be deceived
again! The book examines stereotypical evolutionary “reasoning”
rather than dwelling on the latest
“discoveries.” There are many good
books, but this one will greatly reduce the number you need to read.
If you don’t agree, return it in good
condition for a refund.
133 large pages, soft cover: $15.50

______Discontinue CSA News

Describes Dr. Jobe Martin's personal journey
from an evolution-trained scientist to a Biblebelieving creationist. Dr. Martin examines
many of the claims and theories of prominent
evolutionists, comparing their often incredible,
inconsistent, pseudoscientific explanations of
origins to the clear and simple description of
the Creation as depicted in the Bible.

287 pages, soft cover, illustrated - $7.00
(To Evolution)

Proceedings of the International Conferences on Creation
"Real Treasures of Apologetic Science"
2003 Proceedings (includes CD-ROM with .PDF copies of
the papers) Hard bound, 597 Pages - $39.95 + $5.00 Postage
1990, 1994, or 1998 Proceedings - $19.95 + $5.00 Postage

Subscriptions to CSA News will end
Thousands of people receive CSA News. Subscriptions to
CSA News are FREE. but you must request to remain on
the list at least every two years. Since January 2004, we
have dropped over 2000 inactive names. Still, we have not
fully enforced the "2 year limit." To be good stewards, we
intend to continue dropping inactive names. Your theoretical
expiration date is printed on the mailing label. CSA News is
also distributed electronically for you to read or print multiple copies (See CSA News at www.csama.org). The Lord
willing, CSA News will be a helpful witness to your friends.
Notify us of your preference, mail, or electronic delivery,
by mail (using the coupon above), or by e-mail
(csahq@juno.com). Include your Name, Address, e-mail address and CSA ID# from your mailing label.
Address Changes: Please notify us of address changes.
Post office charges for this service are now excessive.
Please keep your e-mail address current. E-mail address
failure rate is so high it may eliminate any cost savings.

CSA Bumper Stickers: 3-3/4” x 17”
Black on Bright Yellow,
Price: 1: $1.75, 5: $7.00, 10: $13.00, 50: $50, 100: $70

Too Far Away To Attend CSA Meetings?
Why Not Attend Via Audio or Video Tape
Attend CSA Meetings by ordering the Audio ($5.00) or
Video ($14.00) tape. Specify the meeting date, topic, or item
number (at the end of the meeting announcement), e.g.
V0188 (Video). Meeting tapes may also be checked out of
the Lending Library:

The CSA Lending Library
(Librarian: Larry Rink)
8904 Mastin, Overland Park, Ks 66212, (913) 492-6545

Are You Participating in CSA As Much as You Should?
“The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few.” Are you doing all the Lord has called you to do in the war for the minds and hearts
of our citizens... especially our youth? CSA is not a closed fraternity. Any born-again believer who is abiding in the words of Jesus, and
has been gifted in research, computers, speaking, clerical activities, writing of articles or book reviews, etc., and who has heard a call to
serve in an origins ministry should consider and pray about serving with us. Write or call for more information.
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CSA Monthly Meeting Location: Westbrooke

Church 9898 West 95th, Overland Park, KS

Four blocks East of 69 Highway (or Switzer) on North side of 95th Street

Fellowship & Book Table: 6:15PM - Meeting: 7:00PM Nursery Available: $2.50 per child (Reservations required for nursery)

CSA Meeting - Tuesday, Mar 1, 2005

CSA Meeting - Tuesday, April 5, 2005

The Age of the Earth

The Age of the Earth

Using Radiometric Dating, Part II

Using Geologic Formations & Processes

By: Tom Willis

By: Tom Willis

By the 1850’s, long before the invention of “radiometric dating,”
those hating God and those pretending to like God, but who invented their own version of God, had largely accepted the
“proofs” of Hutton and Lyell that the earth was of virtually limitless age. The “science” of radiometric dating served them by
“confirming” what they already believed. But, has “radiometric
dating” really told us anything about the Age of the Earth, and
what has it told us? It may come as a shock to many to learn that
the most believable proofs from “radiometric” dating are that the
earth must be very young. (Continued from Part I at February
meeting, which was postponed due to January ice storm.)

James Hutton, a Scottish farmer who failed at law and medicine,
began in 1785, to expound his theory that rocks and formations
were the result of continuous recycling over virtually infinite time.
Charles Lyell, a British lawyer, who also seemed to never work
for a living, began his campaign to unseat Moses as a competent
historian, by “proving” that all geologic formations could be “explained” in terms of presently operating processes. These men,
both with no formal training in geology, are virtually worshipped
as the “fathers of Geology.” Are any of their principal claims
now, or were they ever, credible? [Rescheduled from February after January meeting cancellation due to ice-storm.]

Order Audio or Video: A0244-2/V02
V0244-2
V0244-2 (VHS or DVD) $14.00

Order Audio or Video: A0245/V0245 (VHS or DVD) $14.00

CSA Creation Safaris for 2005
Don't Miss Them!
See pages 1 & 2
Also see www.csama.org
under "Safaris"
or call (816) 618-3610, or write
to the address above.

CSA Lending Library
The CSA Lending Library now has over 240 videotapes, 120
audio tapes, and 80 books all available without charge. The
new Lending Library Catalog now contains 10 pages of
great tools. If you would like a copy, please consider sending
a contribution to help defray costs.

- - Visit CSA at www.csama.org - -

Moving? Or changing your e-mail address?
Be sure to let us know to help us avoid unnecessary
costs and to insure you continue to receive CSA News.

CSA
Real Scientists
Just Say NO!
Seminar
Have you had one in
your Community,
School or Church?
Contact CSA for info.

